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of their seeking into their museum recluse; they
become marble gods once more. Indeed, this was
literally true ; for when the Greek gods do appear in
the Romantic literature, it is either as denizens of a
grotesque underworld of popular fable, or as marble
effigies. I think of Eichendorff, of Diana in Heine's
Atta Troll \
Audi das Antlitz weiss wie Marmot,
Und wie Marmor kalt;
or that terrible marble Sphinx in the old " Marchen-
wald ", who held the tragic secret of the Euch der
Ueder in her keeping.
Thus the religious zeal of the Romantic age either
banished the gods of Greece to the limbo of super-
stitions, or regarded them in the light of the classical
tradition. But there was a difference between the
classical interpretation now and that of Winckelmann's
time: the Romantic marble gods were no longer
invested with the " edle Einfalt und stille Grosse " ;
now, under the gentler, mellower light of Romanticism,
the marble glowed. Not Winckelmann or Goethe,
but the Danish sculptor, Thorwaldsen, was, it seems
to me, the real interpreter of these marble gods after
the Romantic heart.
In no poet of the early nineteenth century is the
conflict of the Olympians with the spirit of Romantic-
ism clearer and more acute than in that great renegade
of the Romantic faith, Heine.1
There is a wonderful passage in Heine's JLeisebilder.)
which no one who reads it can ever forget. After
quoting from the ninth book of the Iliad the descrip-
tion of the gods holding high festival in Olympos :
Also den ganzen Tag bis spat zur sinkenden Sonne
Schmausten sie; und nicht mangelt' ihr Herz des gemeinsamen
Mahles,
Nicht des Saitengetons von der lieblichen Leier Apollons,
Noch des Gesangs der Musen mit holdantwortender Stimme—
1 There is a Berlin dissertation of 1905 by H, Friedemann on Die Gotter
Griecbmlands von Schiller bis Heine; although not as helpful as its title might
lead us to expect. It is suggestive on Heine's Hellenism.

